
What went wrong in the global governance of covid-19?
Plenty, according to the latest independent panel report

Clare Wenham assistant professor of global health policy

Themandate of the Independent Panel for Pandemic
Preparedness and Response is to “provide an
evidence-based path for the future, grounded in
lessonsof thepresent and thepast to ensure countries
and global institutions, including specifically WHO,
effectively address health threats.”1 These lessons
are starting to emerge with the publication of the
panel’s second progress report.2 Unsurprisingly, the
report touches several key problems in the global
governance of covid-19: WHO’s position, structure,
and lack of financing; excessive focus on metrics to
the detriment of political analysis; a lack of
coordinated and sufficient financing for pandemic
preparedness and response; global vaccine
inequities; and the role of the broader global health
architecture.

Almost every section of the report points to the extent
to which politics has driven the trajectory of the
pandemic in different locations—establishing that
the policies chosen by governments reflect deeper
political agendas and that the tension between the
economyandpublicheath is a falsedichotomy. Those
governments willing to take the political and
economic hit of harsh restrictions early in 2020 are
now benefiting from freedom from population
restrictions, and in the case of SouthKorea andChina,
flourishing economies.

Trying to appease both public health demands and
the libertarian views of the free market has led not
only to astronomical death tolls, such as in the US,
UK, and Brazil, but to flailing economies. Halfway
compromises do not work in response to pandemics
and have just dragged out the pandemic for all.
Frustratingly, for those of uswho research thepolitics
of global health security, thiswas entirely foreseen.34

The panel’s suggestion that protocols within the
InternationalHealthRegulations (IHR)—WHO’s legal
framework for preventing, detecting, and responding
to emerging pathogens—are from an analogue era
and need to be digitalised are misconstrued. It was
through digital systems such as HealthMap,
ProMED-Mail, and WHO’s Global Outbreak and Alert
Response Network that the world first came to know
about Ebola, Zika, and SARS-CoV-2. All these
mechanismsare permittedunder article 9 of the IHR.5

Act on the lessons
The panel identifies 12 previous commissions and
panels that made similar recommendations on how
to improve global health security. The lessons in this
secondprogress report repeatmuchofwhatwas said
in theother reviews.However, real progress canoccur
only if the effort and people power currently devoted
to convening new panels is diverted instead to
implementing their recommendations. We need to

move on from reviews and prioritise action to fix the
identified weaknesses.

Theoverwhelming subtext to the independentpanel’s
report is that the system we have established for
global health security cannot respond adequately to
a health emergency. Global health security remains
too focused on prevention and detection—improving
surveillance, laboratory capacity, and the resilience
of health systems—with too little attention paid to a
managed response. Going forward, the mechanisms
for managing health emergencies must rapidly scale
up the response element of pandemic preparedness
plans, including learning from clear evidence.6

However, given the politicisation of responses
globally, any efforts to develop a standardised
response tohealth emergencieswill have toovercome
serious challenges to secure agreement among all
member states. Full agreement and adherence are
unlikely without WHO building the trust of member
states and gaining greater authority in global disease
governance.7

An alternative proposal from the EU is to create
political buy-in through a new treaty for pandemic
preparedness.8 However, treaties work only if they
are ratified by states. The Framework Convention for
Tobacco Control, for example, is often hailed a
success but hasnot been ratified by several countries,
showing the challenges inherent in a treaty.9

The UK government’s leadership of G7 is set to
champion global health security, including review
and reform of WHO.10 As the independent panel
highlights, global health security has to start with an
empowered WHO with the mandate, authority, and
financing to execute the public health delivery
expected of it. To do this, WHO must confront the
geopolitical tensions it has experienced, such as
between the US and China, to reassert its leadership
and hold governments to account for their flagrant
departure from WHO guidance for pandemic
preparednessand response.This includesconsidering
whether China could have done more in the early
stages of the pandemic, which a WHO panel is
currently investigating.11 Would governments have
acteddifferently had they knownabout the pathogen
sooner?

We need to make sure that accountability is not just
focused onChina but on themany states that delayed
their preparedness and response efforts. The panel
highlights that “it is clear that the volume of
infections in the early period of the epidemic in all
countries was higher than reported.”2 We need a
targeted review thatnamesandshamesgovernments,
rather than obscuring them with generalisations. I
look forward to bolder reports from the independent
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panel that consider not only the economic and social effect of the
pandemic but the failure of Western governments too.
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